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Abstract

In the early 1990’s, a lot of work was focused on extending the kraft cook
to a low lignin content (low kappa number). The driving force was the
need to further reduce the environmental impact of the bleaching, as less
delignification work would be needed there. However, the delignification
during the residual phase of a kraft cook is very slow and, due to its poor
selectivity, it is a limiting factor for the lignin removal. If the amount of lignin
reacting according to the residual phase could be reduced, it would be possible
to improve the selectivity of the kraft cook. In the work described in this thesis,
special attention has been given to the activation energy of the slowly reacting
residual phase of a kraft cook on softwood raw material and to the influence of
different cooking parameters on the amount of the residual phase lignin.

The activation energy of the residual phase delignification of the kraft
cook was shown to be higher than that of the bulk phase delignification. In
order to decrease the amount of residual phase lignin, it was essential to have
a high concentration of hydrogen sulphide ions when cooking with a low
hydroxide concentration. It was also important to avoid a high sodium ion
concentration when cooking with low hydroxide and low hydrogen sulphide
ion concentrations. Furthermore, it was demonstrated that dissolved wood
components had a positive effect on the delignification rate in the bulk phase of
a kraft cook.

The influence of different cooking parameters in the extended softwood
kraft process on the bleachability (i.e. the ease with which the pulps can
be bleached to a target brightness) of the manufactured pulp was also
investigated. If variations in bleachability were seen, an attempt would also
be made to find chemical reasons to explain the differences. It was difficult to
establish clear relationships between the chemical structures of the residual
lignin and the bleachability of the pulp. However, it was seen that the higher
the content of β-aryl ether structures in the residual lignin after cooking, the
better was the QPQP*-bleachability.

In the middle/end of the 1990’s, the focus moved from extended cooking
to efficient utilisation of the wood raw material, e.g. by interrupting the
kraft cook at higher kappa number levels and choosing appropriate cooking
conditions to maximise the cooking yield. A high cooking yield often leads to
a somewhat higher hexenuronic acid (HexA) content of the pulp at a given
kappa number. Therefore additional attention was devoted to how the HexA
content and carbohydrate composition were affected, e.g. by a set of cooking
parameters. Performing these studies it was also important to investigate
the effects of a low HexA (after cooking) strategy on such vital factors as the
cooking yield, the bleachability and the yellowing characteristics of the pulp
obtained. It proved to be difficult to significantly reduce the HexA content
in a kraft pulp by altering the cooking conditions for both softwood and the
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hardwood Eucalyptus Globulus. A reduction in HexA content can be achieved
by extending the cook to lower kappa numbers, or by using a high hydroxide
concentration, a low hydrogen sulphide concentration or a high sodium ion
concentration. However, neither of these strategies is attractive for industrial
implementation since they would result in an extensive loss of yield, viscosity
and strength.
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